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1. Social Justice “Buzz Words” 
and Why You Should Not Use Them

The “Conversation” 
We All Need to Have

Having spent years reading and studying post-modernist/post-structuralist philosophy prior to my
conversion,  it  is  worrisome  to  hear  how  much  postmodernist  jargon  has  crept  into  so  many
churches.  The current  “social  justice”  movement  among professedly  evangelical  brethren  is,  it
seems,  the  main  source  of  such  jargon,  but  the  jargon  itself  is  rooted  in  the  anti-Christian
philosophical presuppositions of postmodern/post-structuralist philosophers (For more information
on the foundations of the social justice/critical race theory movements see my blog post here). The
problem is that these key words fly under the radar of most believers because they are used in
appeals for Christians to act like Christ.

This is a manipulative technique that suggesting that any Christian who questions why certain key
terms of postmodernism and post-structuralism are being used by social justice advocates does not
care about “marginalized” peoples and “communities,” or about “opening up a space” for dissenting
voices to “dialogue” about their differences. Scrutinizing the language and concepts employed by
social justice advocates in evangelicalism is, in other words,  is seen by them as being equivalent to
literally reinforcing the “unjust” structures of power that are already in place.

The charge, of course, is false. And to see this, we need to take a look at what these terms and
concepts mean, since they don’t align with the teaching of Scripture.

Defining Post-Modern 
and Post-Structuralist

These two key philosophies need to be grasped first, so let’s define them. First, post-modernism is
the philosophical movement in academia that came after modernism. It seeks to challenge the basic
ideas that modernism emphasized. For instance, modernist philosophers believed that words and
reality had some point of identity between them. Modernist philosophy understood language to be
pointing  beyond  itself  to  an  objective  reality  that  is  accessible  to  everyone.  Postmodernist
philosophy,  however,  says  that  because  language is  a  socially  & historically  developed human
means of communication, it is  ability to communicate is always constrained to a particular time
and place and human history. Language doesn’t point to a transcendent reality (God or anything
else), but is almost like a form of currency that people use in social interactions. Words refer to



words refer to words, etc. There is nothing outside of human systems of communication, which are
themselves solely the products of a purely human history.

Modernists  viewed  the  universe  and  everything  in  it  as  having  fixed  structures  that  could  be
discovered by anyone with the ability to reason (either from empirical data or propositions believed
to be axiomatic to all human reasoning). Postmodern, however, says that structures, like languages,
are always socially & historically determined and are, therefore, inherently unstable. Whereas the
modernists  viewed  all  people  groups  as  sharing  certain  universal  structures  of  things  like
personhood, sexual identity, religious practices, and so on, postmodernists say that there are no
such universal structures. Rather, there are structures that are always changing, whose definitive
characteristics are changed as people dialogue with one another.

Post-structuralism, then, is a specific form of postmodernist thinking that denies the universe and
everything in it has fixed structures that are universally discoverable by human reason – after all,
even “Reason,” for the post-structuralist, is a socially & historically determined idea that is not
universal,  and  which  will  not  endure  forever.  Post-structuralism seeks  to  undermine  what  are
considered  to  be  fixed  structures  in  religion,  language,  politics,  art,  science,  mathematics,
philosophy, and anywhere else where the notion of “structuralism” has been generally accepted.

The result of postmodernism and post-structuralism is simple – There are no overarching narratives
to why life is the way it is, since a narrative is a structure made of words and both are constantly
undergoing  social  &  historical  modifications.  There  is  no  transcendental  signified,  as  post-
structuralist  philosopher Jacques Derrida put it,  since language and social  interactions between
persons  are  purely  horizontal  realities  that  are  formed  by  dialogues  negotiating  the  terms  of
engagement for every aspect of our lives.

Identifying the Key Terms 
and What they Really Mean

Before identifying these key terms, it’s important to note that they are so frequently heard that we
often don’t think much of them. They are,  in some cases, everyday words, but they have very
different philosophical connotations when used in the context of social justice thinking.

“Centering” vs. “Decentering” – If the various parts of human social life are like spokes
on a wheel, then the “center” of those parts of human social would be the hub of a wheel.
Since  postmodern  & post-structuralist  (hereafter,  simply  postmodern  or  postmodernist)
thinking denies that there is an overarching narrative that ties everything together, they also
deny that any one center accounts for every aspect of human social life, or metaphorical



“spoke.” Our different perspectives are tied together by hubs that are relative to our own
historical, social, racial, gendered, and so on perspective. This means that any one proposed
“center” is illegitimately put forward as “the” center of all human social interaction. The
theorists goal is to “decenter” such illegitimately universalized centers. Decentering occurs
when the center which has enjoyed a long history is moved out of place by the proposal of
some other  center.  Postmodernism ultimately  aims  at  always  decentering any proposed
center that begins to take on a universal and absolute explanatory function.

“Privilege”  vs  “Marginalization”  – “Centered”  aspects  of  human  social  life  are,
therefore, “privileged” because they enjoy a position of explanatory and, therefore, social
power. Postmodernism maintains that for every privileged idea, person, group, etc, there is
an equally non-privileged idea, group, person, etc whose “voice” has been suppressed. The
marginalized, according to postmodern philosophers, however, is really the seed-bed of the
privileged. When postmodernists view history, therefore, they question the role of dominant
figures and their accomplishments, seeking to identify the “hidden” or “suppressed” voices
of the figures who made those dominant figures’ accomplishments possible. For example, if
I were to say that the good social changes brought about during the Renaissance were made
possible by the contribution of three male figures (this could be anyone for our present
example), the postmodernist would object by pointing to the suppressed voices of female
academics, poets, and so on. The goal of the postmodernist is not merely to decenter, but to
center the marginalized.

“Conversation”  or  “Dialogue”  – The  process  of  marginalizing  the  privileged  and
privileging the marginalized is not intended to ever come to an end. There is no perceivable
end goal that is not temporal and liable to change given enough time. Rather, since the
postmodernist rejects transcendence, he views everything as horizontally related. In other
words, rather than having the Word of God, or of some authoritative voice in philosophy or
religion or science and so on, come to us as the way in which human social realities are to
be properly organized, understood, and interacted with/acted upon, the postmodernist views
all  interactions  between  parties  as  conversations.  Whereas  modernist  philosophers  like
Hegel and Marx saw life as a dialectical - i.e. back and forth conversational - movement that
would  result  in  an  ultimate  synthesis  at  the  end  of  history  wherein  all  conflicts  and
contradictions are resolved, the postmodernists see no end to this dialectical movement.
This is why social justice advocates will constantly say that “this is a ‘conversation’ we need
to have” or they will say “the current ‘narrative’ is informed by white theology’” etc. For the
postmodernist,  there  is  no top-down communication that  we either  agree with  or  rebel
against; rather, it is all horizontal, purely human, purely historical, purely social, and purely
immanent.



The “Gaze” – This specific word is not used as often, as far as I can tell, but its main ideas
are definitely present in the complaints of social justice advocates. The “gaze of the other”
is a way of talking about the scrutiny of one’s behaviors and thoughts by another person or
institution  which  has  illegitimately  identified  itself,  or  been  identified  by  others,  as
authoritative. It is a tool of “oppression” because it illegitimately defines as wrong or bad or
unacceptable the thoughts and behaviors of others that it has deemed incompatible with its
center, privileged concepts, and ultimate goals. Those who have written about the “male
gaze” are, therefore, referring to the scrutiny of women’s thinking and behavior by men
through various personal and institutional mechanisms. Those who have written about the
“white gaze” are saying much the same thing only as regards race. The white “race” is
viewed as that entity which uses scrutiny to exclude others (i.e. marginalize others). The
social consequences of this are oppressive because they silence other voices, cultures, ways
of thinking, and so on that are equally authoritative.

“Violence” – Postmodernism views certain ways of thinking as directly related to certain
forms  of  social  interaction.  This  is  because  everything  is  viewed  as  the  product  of
horizontal,  historical,  social  interactions.  If  we  negotiate  the  terms  of  our  social
interactions, i.e. if we “have a conversation,” we are not engaging in violence. However, if I
tell you that your culture, way of life, actions, thoughts, etc are wrong, immoral, irrational,
and the like, I am metaphorically engaging in violence. This is an indirect act of violence
because it is ultimately tied to explicit acts of violence. For the postmodernist, the system of
thought and the social reality are inseparably linked. If you have a system of thought that
centers God as Father, the postmodernists see this as inseparably linked to a society which
privileges the male perspective. The male perspective becomes the “lens” through which
women are scrutinized (i.e.  they are subjected to the “male gaze”),  their perspective is
illegitimately  suppressed  (i.e.  marginalized),  and they are  socially  given a  secondary or
“invisible” role in the socius. Violence, in other words, is not necessarily physical or directly
emotional but intellectual and indirectly emotional.

“Colonization”  vs.  “Decolonization”  – Postmodernism gave  rise  to  a  form of  social
studies called postcolonialism.  Postcolonialism seeks to interpret  the histories  of people
groups who existed under the colonial rule of White European males. Given what we’ve
said above about there not being any one narrative to explain all others, nor there existing
any one center around which all other ways of thinking can and must be properly arranged
and examined, etc, it follows for the postmodernist that one can “colonize” others by means
of scrutinizing their way of life, thinking, etc according to one’s illegitimately privileged
perspective, and telling them to act in conformity with the privileged perspective or suffer
the  consequences.  The  consequences,  again,  are  called  violence,  and  violence  can  be
metaphorical/indirect or actual/direct/physical. Decolonization is, therefore, the reversal of



“colonization” not only physically but primarily intellectually. This entails the rejection of
thinkers who write from an outsider’s perspective, seeing as they are, by their very act of
thinking and writing, subjecting others to their critical gaze, illegitimately, and oppressing
them. When people say that  theology needs to be decolonized,  they are suggesting that
theology needs to be completely separated from any thinker whose gender, ethnicity, and
political affiliation is representative of the majority of theologians with whom non-whites
have come into contact by means of historical actual forms of colonization. This reduces to
epistemological relativism and must, therefore, be rejected.

“Justice” – Biblical justice is judgment formed and executed according to God’s Law. The
perspective of ontological equality is one that derives from the transcedent nature of God’s
Law. He is our Creator and we are all his creatures. We are all, therefore, subject to the
same law, and we are all found guilty or innocent by means of the same judicial procedure.
This isn’t what social justice advocates mean by “justice.” Rather, given all that we have
said above, the kind of equality that all people have is dialogical/dialectical. Because we all
speak from our own perspectives, we alone can speak for ourselves. Postmodern justice,
then, comes about through a negotiation of the terms of agreement between any two or
more parties. We act justly only when we recognize the legitimacy of another’s viewpoint
and seek to act in a way that accomodates his view without compromising its authenticity.
We also act justly, then, when we seek to remove any overarching categories of judgment
that  are  not  derived  from  the  persons  which  we  are  judicially  examining.  So  the
postmodernist will view the decentering and decolonization of white male theologians as an
act of justice, seeing as doing so will avert the “white gaze” that has served the function of
oppressing non-white, non-male voices through metaphorical and actual violence.

This post was longer than I  expected,  but I  think it  can be of benefit to those of us who are
listening  to  the  rhetoric  of  social  justice  advocates.  We  need  to  understand  that  for  the
postmodernist, the philosophical & ideological and inseparable from the physical & actual. So in
order to avoid actual violence, the postmodernist wants to eliminate metaphorical violence. This
removal  of  metaphorical  violence  is  an  act  of  justice  because  it  acknowledges  the  radical
ideological equality of ideological and cultural perspectives.

What is common to all of these terms is an implied notion of conflict between those in power and
those who do not have power. This way of looking at the world is not Christian; it is Hegelian and
Marxian.  It  is  a  philosophical  ideology  that  contradicts  the  Scriptures’  teaching  regarding
knowledge, the nature of man, the nature of society, the nature of government, the nature of truth,
and many other doctrines.



Social justice advocates appeal to the common sensibilities of Christians by claiming to be on the
side of the oppressed and the voiceless. However, who are the oppressed and the voiceless? Anyone
whose perspective is identifiable as sub-orthodox, or unorthodox, or incompatible with orthodoxy
in the areas mentioned already  - social life, gender relations, foundational ideas about law and
governance, etc.

The social justice movement is contrary to the Christian faith not merely on the surface, but at a
deep ideological/philosophical level that must be exposed.



2. Backloading
Postmodernism

Recently,  The  Gospel  Coalition  announced  that  it  is  offering  a  course  on  the
poststructuralist/postmodernist philosophers Jacques Derrida and Michel Foucault titled “Derrida,
Foucault, and the Bible.”1 They state that the “course will help [students] see what Derrida and
Foucault are really saying, and show [students] how [they] can bring their thought into conversation
with the Bible.”2 Sadly, many today don’t recognize the “conversation” language as specifically
postmodern because it is so prevalent in our society. The same is true for terms like “dialogue,”
“community,” and “spaces.” These are, of course, common terms, but they are loaded when placed
in  contexts  such  as  the  above  mentioned  intro  to  a  course  on  poststructuralist/postmodernist
philosophers. The point of this blog, then, is to point out some loaded terms that Christians should
be aware of when we are speaking with proponents  of social  justice,  critical  race theory,  and
cultural Marxism.

Such language is reflective of an underlying worldview that is at odds with the Christian faith. For
instance, when a postmodernist states that we should bring x into conversation with y, this implies
that neither x nor y “has all the answers” regarding the subject matter of which they speak. For the
postmodernist, there is no overarching theory or story of life, no meta-narrative, and so x and y do
not emerge from a more general epistemological structure against which they may be evaluated for
consistency, cogency, or approximate distance from the truth. Instead, x and y have emerged from
different epistemological backgrounds that may be attempting to deal with a particular question or
concern of philosophy or anthropology or science or religion, etc, and they are, therefore, related to
one  another  as  different  approaches  to  obtaining  knowledge.  They  may  be  compared  and
contrasted, as well as heuristically combined in order to further each individual approach, but they
are separated from one another at the epistemological root. Bringing a text into conversation with
another, therefore, does not mean simply comparing and contrasting different texts, but doing so
under the guiding assumption that neither text has “the” “T”ruth, but only articulates, because it is
only capable of articulating, a partial and perspectival set of relatively important “t”ruths.

Similarly, the postmodernist privileges dialogue over and against monologue, seeing as no one text
can be said to have the Truth to the exclusion of other texts. In postmodernism, monologue is
regarded  as  a  totalitarian  form  of  communication,  a  means  of  enacting  ideological  and
metaphysical violence in which the voices of those who do not have power are suppressed and
marginalized  as  wrong,  incorrect,  untrue,  or  aberrant.  For  the  postmodernist,  dialogue  places
individuals on level ground, where they can exchange ideas with one another in an open-ended

1 https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/course/derrida-foucault-bible/#course-introduction.
2 ibid. (emphasis added)



format of communication. The assumption, again, is that there is no top-to-bottom communication
that gives us an absolute standard against which we may compare and contrast ideas in order to see
which are better or worse, more or less conformable to the truth, and true or false.

Given that there is no single unifying narrative, delivered in the form of a monologue, that provides
an objective basis for the veridical and axiological evaluation and analysis of ideas, it follows that
there are no individuals who are completely isolated and sovereign Subjects capable of obtaining
those ideas on his or her own. Thus, the postmodernist privileges the many over and against the
one,  i.e.  the  community  over  and  against  the  individual.  Everyone  belongs  to  a  community,
therefore,  without  which  he  or  she  would  be  unable  to  be  what  they  are;  thus  community  is
privileged over and against the individual.

Lastly, the notion of “space” in postmodernism follows the same line of reasoning. Rather than
viewing social relations as really being hierarchical in nature, postmodernism views them as relative
to one another on a horizontal plain. Thus, postmodernist philosophers and theorists will speak of
“making space” for marginalized concepts, persons, practices, etc. This is an implicit rejection of
transcendence and its necessary consequence – hierarchical arrangement. Implicit in this notion of
space, then, is the assumption that the occupation of space by individuals is not due to any divinely
or  naturally  ordained  set  of  circumstances  (e.g.  fate,  predestination,  mechanical  determinism,
psychical determinism, etc), but to human agents actively negotiating the boundaries that separate
them from one another.

Concluding Remarks

This short list is by no means complete, but it covers some of the more extensively used language
taken directly from postmodern philosophy. Listen to a podcast and you will likely hear phrases
such as the following –

“This is the conversation we need to be having in our institutions…”
“We need a dialogue, not a monologue, if we are going to make any progress…”
“Those of us within the Christian [or Gamer, or Black, or White, or Asian, or Hindu, or
Technological, or – take your pic!] community…”
“Marginalized  people  need  to  know that  we  are  making  a  safe  space  for  them to  be
themselves…”

And you might even come across a statement like this one –



“Our  community  is  open  to  having  conversations  about  how  to  carve  out  spaces”  for
underrepresented communities, with an eye toward having a healthy dialogue about subject
x.” 

When these words show up in particularly postmodernist influenced contexts, or when they appear
within  a  cluster  of  other  postmodern  specific  terms  (e.g.  decentering,  centering,  the  Other,
othering, et al), be careful to actually hear where the speaker is coming from. Understand that the
postmodernist is saying something very specific that only bears a superficial resemblance to what
you, as a Christian, may mean.



3. An Ancient Strategy –
The Origin of Postmodernism According to Scripture

I. The Strategy

If there is one book of the Bible whose content never ceases to grab my attention in new ways, it is
the book of Genesis. Recently, as I reread the Fall Narrative, I began to think over the dialogue
between the serpent and Eve (Genesis 3:1-5), which is, in effect, an ancient, conversational debate
over the authorship, content and authority of the Word of God. I found that the relevance of the
dialogue lays primarily in its presentation of 1.)how skeptical enquiry typically proceeds, 2.)the
logical fallacies that believers should look out for when engaged in debate, and 3.)the serpent’s
claim that God’s law is the product of a despot who commands abstinence only for the sake of
maintaining His own privilege and power.

While  all  three  of  these  points  are  universal  (i.e.  for  all  times  and  all  peoples),  the  third  is
particularly compelling in that it is not similar to what many contemporary critics of the Bible
would say, but nearly a direct quote from any one of their writings. What we encounter in the
serpent’s final critique of the Word of God is almost wholly in step with the claims of postmodern
critics of the Bible. Many, if not all, of these critics see it as the product of a privileged male class
who sought to maintain their power and privilege by forcing the marginalized of their society (e.g.
women) into subservient roles via the threat of violence and/or explusion from the community
altogether. Ironically, this case is made by pointing to the Fall Narrative!

This criticism of God’s Word as being the mechanism of the oppression of marginalized groups
within society, moreover, has found clear articulation in films such as Zeitgeist and The Da Vinci
Code, and secondarily in popular (non-academic) atheistic literature (e.g. the works of Sam Harris,
Christopher Hitchens, and Richard Dawkins). However, the attack, as I will show, is far from novel.
Contrary to contemporary caricatures of the Fall Narrative that would seek to equate it with the
stock mythologies of its day, I will demonstrate that it is a detailed and complex analysis of an
ancient  strategy  of  attack  launched  against  the  Word  of  God  by  the  enemy,  and  subsequent
enemies, of God Almighty.

The Authorship & Content

“Now the serpent was more cunning than any beast of the field which the LORD God had
made. And he said to the woman, “Has God indeed said, ‘You shall not eat of every tree of
the garden’?”



–Gen. 3:1

The opening question of this primeval debate allows us, I believe, to see the serpent’s question as
two intertwined questions: a.)the question of authorship, and b.)the question of content. This is due
to the ambiguity of the serpent’s question, which is rooted in his inversion of the allowances and
restrictions  stated  within  the  commandment.3 Is  he  asking  the  woman  if  God  authored  the
commandment? Or is he presenting himself as trying to clarify what he had somehow heard God
has  said?  To  put  it  another  way:  Is  he  asking  the  woman  about  the  authorship  of  the
commandment, or the commandment’s content?

By approaching  the  woman,  who was  given  the  commandment  secondarily  by  means  of  oral
transmission via Adam, the serpent makes it evident that his question could lean in either direction.
The woman did not receive the commandment directly from God (at least the text does not give us
good reason to believe she did), but was given the commandment by Adam (which could serve to
explain  why  she  distorts  the  commandment  by  adding  an  additional  restriction  in  3:2-3).4

Therefore,  questioning  the  authorship  of  the  commandment  would  be  an  effective  means  of
deceiving her.  His question could then be read as:  Did God author this  commandment or did
Adam?

The pertinence of this exchange for Christians lies precisely in the question of authorship. If we
have received the Word of God secondarily, via oral transmission (at least initially), then how do
we know who authored it? We stand in much the same position that the woman did, having to give
an account for the authorship of the Word of God. What is her response? The woman confidently
asserts that God has said and then tries to correct the serpent’s inversion of the commandment, but
unfortunately adds another restriction. What is our response?

The serpent’s question of content, in spite of the woman’s reply, still needs to be addressed. If God
did author the commandment, did He forbid the woman to eat of “every tree” of the garden? This
question is  particularly  crafty  because  it  uses  language directly  taken from the  commandment
itself.5The  serpent’s  intention  is  to  touch  upon  the  logical  integrity  of  the  commandment  by
pointing out that God did not say that Adam and the woman were not to eat of “every tree” but, in
fact, stated: “Of every tree of the garden you may freely eat.” The seemingly contradictory nature
of God’s commandment can be seen in its allowances (“every” tree) and its restriction (“the tree of
the knowledge of good and evil” – obviously situated within the garden).

3 Genesis 2:16-17 informs us that God grants Adam the freedom to “eat of every tree” of the Garden, while the
serpent asks if God has prohibited him to “eat of every tree of the Garden”.
4 Gen. 3:2-3:  And the woman said to the serpent, “We may the fruit of the trees in the garden; but of the tree which is
in the midst of the Garden, God has said, ‘You shall not eat it, nor shall you touch it, lest you die’” (emphasis mine).
5 cf. Gen. 2:16-17 & Gen. 3:1.



Is God’s commandment inherently contradictory?

There are two reasons why God’s commandment is not inherently contradictory. Firstly, the phrase
“every tree of the garden” is immediately qualified by the phrase “but of the tree of the knowledge
of good and evil…[etc]”, indicating that God’s use of “every” was not meant to be all inclusive but
served  to  signify  the  abundance  of  trees  to  which  the  couple  had  legal  access.  The  serpent’s
understanding  of  the  phrase  as  meaning  “all  inclusive”,  therefore,  is  unwarranted  by  the
commandment itself. The question of content must always be assessed in light of context.

The  second  reason  why  God’s  commandment  is  not  inherently  contradictory  is  given  in  the
woman’s response to the serpent’s question. In 3:2-3, she states:

“We may eat the fruit of the trees of the garden; but of the fruit of the tree which is in the
midst of the garden, God has said, ‘You shall not eat it, nor shall you touch it, lest you
die.’”6

By differentiating between “the trees of the garden” and “the tree which is in the midst of the
garden”  we  again  see  that  God’s  commandment  does  not  lack  logical  integrity,  but  simply
communicates the same information differently. Whereas the first defense of the commandment’s
logical integrity depends upon the context of the phrase “every tree”, the second depends upon the
type of communication being employed by God. The commandment was given in the narratival
context of relationship (between God, man, and woman), and is, therefore, spoken accordingly.7

The Procession, Logic, 
and Content of the Serpent’s “Argument”

As we move through the text, we see that the serpent leads up to his argument against the truth and
authority  of  the  commandment  by  questioning  1.)its  authorship  and  2.)content  (i.e.  its  logical
integrity). Genesis 3:4-5 reads:

“Then the serpent said to the woman, “You will not surely die. For God knows that in the
day you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and
evil.”

Having  no  other  recourse,  the  serpent  attacks  the  moral  integrity  of  God,  implying  that  the
commandment was birthed out of nothing more than His own desire to withhold a certain privilege

6 It is true that the text states this clearly in 2:9; however, this is not direct dialogue but the narrator.
7 Compare this to Gen. 2:9, where the narrator, in his description of the geography of the land, closely parallels the
woman’s description of the “trees of the garden” and the tree “which is in the midst of the garden”.



from the woman. The procession seems to begin with reasonable questions, only ending with a
fallacious argument against the truth of God’s Word. However, while the question of authorship is a
valid question, the question of content is fallacious in that it is an example of equivocation, seeing
as the serpent uses a different definition of the phrase “every tree” than that which is used by God
in 2:16-17.

What is interesting,  almost ironically anticlimactic,  is  that the most obvious error in logic,  the
serpent’s ad hominem “argument” against the truth of the commandment, is what convinces the
woman to break the commandment. Despite her swiftness to confidently assert its divine authorship
and clarify (to some extent) its content, she nonetheless is deceived by a groundless assertion about
God’s moral character. Really?

As I reread this passage, I found myself remembering conversational debates that seemed to run in
this  same  cycle:  authorship  (reasonable)-content(fallacious)-authority(fallacious).  The  more
questions  I  honestly  answered,  the more my opponents  chose  to  berate  the  character  of  God,
mangling the Scriptures in order to do so, in an attempt to thereby disprove the veracity of the
scriptures. This same style of “argumentation”, however, can be seen in the most contemporary
popular atheists who, failing to provide a valid argument against the truth of God’s Word, resort to
calling God a “tyrannical despot” who makes unreasonable demands from the humans He interacts
with. Sound familiar?

I believe that Genesis 3:1-5 provides believers with an outline of an ancient strategy of attack. Not
only  this,  but  it  seems  to  purposefully  underscore  the  logical  errors  involved  in  the  serpent’s
questions of content and authority (respectively, equivocation and an ad hominem), for our benefit.
What we should, therefore, also take heed to pay attention to is that the woman failed to see the
error in his final “argument”, which aimed to play upon her subordinate position to God; for this is,
I believe, where we are most vulnerable.

How  should  we  respond?  Where  the  woman  failed  is  in  her  inability  to  again  point  to  the
commandment and respond to the serpent. If she trusted Adam to truthfully report its authorship
and content, then why could she not trust the Author of life Himself? As it concerns us, I’ll ask: If
we can show that the Bible is the Word of God and defend its content (by careful study and textual
analysis), then should we have any reason to doubt the Word of God? No. Yet, at times we often
fail to patiently weigh out the words of those who would seek to prove God wrong.

When we are confronted in a conversational debate, there are some things that we should watch for:

1.  Interrogative  Ambiguity:  Although  I  interpreted  the  serpent’s  opening  question  as
being two questions, the fact is that it is difficult to determine what he is asking. What does



evidence, however, is a possible question of authority and a possible use of equivocation.
This is a purposeful strategy and is meant to drive his opponent into a trap.

2.  De-contextualization: The  serpent’s  use  of  equivocation  stems  from  his  de-
contextualization of the phrase “every tree”. This is also a trap, meaning to lead the woman
to the conclusion that the commandment was inherently contradictory. This is, in my own
experience, a very popular (and lazy) attack on the Bible. Learning how to spot it, therefore,
is pertinent.

3. Ad Hominem Argumentation: As I noted earlier, this is typically the last recourse,
although it surfaces immediately in some cases (see, The God Delusion).8

II. The Word, Power, and the Marginalization
of Others by the “Powers that Be”

Postmodern thought seeks to subvert orthodoxy in order to establish unorthodoxy. This is done by a
deconstructive process, whereby language is stripped of any fixed meaning so that all meanings are
supposedly given equal weight.  The postmodernist wants to eradicate the very notion of fixed,
absolute, and universal meaning9 for a variety of reasons, but which all mainly have to do with the
idea of power. French Philosopher Jacques Derrida, for instance, spoke of “the marginalization of
the  other”  through  one’s  utilization  of  language,  while  Michel  Foucault  spoke  of  “the
marginalization of the other” by institutions (e.g. prisons, mental hospitals, and religions) which
seek to express power by the creation of words, phrases, concepts, etc that define what it means to
be human (whether they do this with respect to conformity to social norms of behavior (as in the
case of the prison), with respect to sanity/optimal/ideal mental health (as in the case of the mental
hospital), or with respect to spirituality (as in the case of religions)). Both Derrida and Foucault
taught that these categories of thought were not truly fixed and that any attempt to say that such
categories were indeed fixed would simply be either the author’s recognition of the instability of
meaning and his own sorry attempt to pin down fixed, absolute,  and universal  meaning (as in
Derrida’s case), or would be an expression of power that is seeking to dominate others by means of
the creation of “knowledge” (as in the case of Foucault).

Friedrich Nietzsche: 
Immutable Truth Vs. Uncertainty

8 A very good example of a popular piece of atheist literature that incorporates all three of these errors is Atheism:
The Case Against God by George H. Smith.
9 This desire to eradicate fixed, absolute, and universal meaning is itself an attempt to establish fixed, absolute, and
universal meaning, and is, consequently, self-referentially absurd. The postmodernist ideal is simply a way to squelch
the voices of all who disagree with their philosophical presuppositions.



Before we go on to see the Biblical origin of postmodernism, we need to look at the claims of the
postmodernists and trace their origin in the history of philosophy in order to have a dual basis for
refuting expressions of it in Emergianity, as well as in academic contexts. In order to do this, we
need to look no further than to the German philosopher Friedrich W. Nietzsche. Nietzsche was a
brilliant classical philologist, the son of a Lutheran minister who died when Nietzsche was only
four years old, who over time abandoned belief in fixed, absolute, and universal truth and thought
through some of the consequences of what he thought a societal recognition of the non-existence of
God and fixed, absolute, and universal truth would entail.

Why did Nietzsche believe that fixed, absolute, and universal truth were illusory? To put it bluntly:
He was a materialist  who simply believed that  matter is  all  that  exists.  For Nietzsche,  it  went
without saying that energy and matter are all that exists, so in an age when Darwin’s Origin of the
Species claimed to destroy the need for a Creator, Nietzsche was simply drawing out the logical
implications  of  his  “scientifically  justified” – at  least  so  he thought  –  materialism.  Nietzsche’s
rejection of the spiritual world is not based on anything but his own assumption that everything =
energy and matter.

At the root of all human interactions, therefore, was power. While the postmodernists extend this
“will to power” to language itself, Nietzsche’s main focus was on the expression of power through
religion and morality. His favorite religion to attack, unsurprisingly, was Christianity, which he said
reduced to nothing more than a system of slave morality. Christians, he thought, propagated a
system of morality that attempted to guilt trip others who had more power, money, and confidence
to  be  aggressive,  sexually  promiscuous,  proud,  etc.  Nietzsche’s  superficial  analysis  treats  all
Christian morality as nothing more than the imposition of restrictions upon the “masters” (the
biologically, intellectually, etc superiors) by the slaves (the biologically, intellectually, etc inferiors).

Thus, the link between Nietzsche and the postmodernists becomes clearer. But what about the
Bible?

Where Does the Bible 
Fit into All of This?

When we turn to Genesis 3:1-5, we encounter the serpent, the craftiest of God’s creatures, who by
an ambiguous use of language deceived Eve into believing that the commandment to not eat of the
fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil would not bring death to humanity. According
to the serpent, the commandment was simply an imposed restriction on the behavior of others, an



exertion of power by means of a moral law that was designed to oppress and marginalize “the
other.” After Eve explains why she cannot eat of the fruit of the tree, the serpent says:

“You will not surely die. For God knows that when you eat of it your eyes will be opened,
and you will be like God, knowing good and evil.”
– Gen 3:4-5

We can break down the serpent’s words here and see that they are in complete conformity to the
words of Nietzsche, Derrida, and Foucault. For instance, “You will not surely die” is a complete
contradiction of what God had told Adam. The serpent has subverted the original meaning of
God’s Word in order to establish his own unorthodox belief about the consequences of eating of the
tree of the knowledge of good and evil. In the second place, the serpent is implicitly denying fixed,
absolute, and universal truth. In the third place, he is also emphasizing a sort of materialism, for he
subjects  the  universal  proposition  “You  shall  surely  die”10 to  verification  by  Eve’s  sensory
experience (which cannot establish universals). In the fourth place, he is implicitly denying that
anything but matter and energy exists, for Adam and Eve do die on the day that they eat of the
fruit, but this immediate death is spiritual death, physical death would come some time later.11 And
in the fifth and final place, the serpent is telling Eve that God’s commandment is rooted in nothing
more than God’s desire to hoard power for Himself. God is, according to the serpent, marginalizing
Adam  and  Eve  by  imposing  His  rules  upon  them;  God  is,  according  to  the
serpent/Nietzsche/Derrida/Foucault/Emergianity, purposefully constructing artificial restrictions on
man’s behavior for the sake of keeping all power to Himself.

What  is  terrifying  is  that  Emergents  claim that  God  is  the  One  who  subverts  and  overturns
traditionalism, belief in absolute truth, etc etc…But Scripture shows us that it is Satan who does
this out of his hatred for God, God’s creation, and God’s elect people. The “god” of Emergianity is
not the God of Scripture, but the god who balks at the Truth of Scripture, the “god of this world”
who is seeking to deceive and devour as many as he can prior to Christ’s return.

If you are a Christian and you are playing around with writers like George Elerick, Brian McLaren,
Rob Bell, Doug Pagitt, and/or Tony Jones, please take this article to heart. Read Genesis 3 and
compare the methods of the serpent to the methods of Emergianity’s leaders. Repent of your sin
and trust Your Savior who knows all things. If you are an Emergent, then please understand that the
“god” you worship is not the God of Scripture. The Jesus you love is not the Jesus of Scripture.
The religion you follow is not the Christian religion. And repent of your idolatry. Read Genesis 3
and compare the serpent’s methods to that of your favorite Emergent leader, and no longer ignore
the clear truth:

10 Gen 2:17.
11 cf. Eph 2:1a.



The Bible teaches us that postmodernism originated in the mind of satan, the enemy of God, God’s
creation, and God’s elect people. There is nothing profound about Nietzsche, Derrida, or Foucault
– they’re just repeating the same tricks that Satan used to deceive Eve in the Garden.



4. Postmodernism in Athens: The Seedpicker Theory

Among critics of the Bible, there are scholars who aim to prove that the Scriptures have been
cobbled together from preexisting cultural concepts,  rituals,  and narratives.  Under the guise of
historical contextualization, these individuals divide into fragments what otherwise appears to be a
consistent, whole fabric of Divine revelation. Over the history of the Christian church, this method
of attack has taken various forms. The Gnostic Marcion, for instance, 

...compared passages from the Old and New Testaments to show that they  were
completely incompatible with  one another. The deeds  of the Jewish God differed
strikingly from  the deeds of the God of the  New Testament.  The God  of the
Jewish Bible  did  not  conform  to  an  understanding of a Supreme Perfect Being.
He was cruel, vengeful and gripped by passion. He performed  deeds  which  later
he  was  forced  to  repent  of and  reproach  himself with.  From  all  this  Marcion
drew  a far-reaching  conclusion: Christianity  had  been perverted by the Jewish
inheritance and the closest disciples of Jesus themselves had been responsible for
this. Only a radical repudiation of Jewish and Jewish-Christian traditions could save
it from defilement and error.12

Marcion's  inability  to  grasp  the  totality  of  God's  revelation of  Himself  led  him to divide  the
Scriptures and set them against themselves. What Marcion did not grasp, and what he did not want
to retain, was cut out of the Bible. As F.F. Bruce explains,

He rejected the authority of the Old Testament entirely, and his authoritative list
consisted  of  an  edition  of  Luke’s  Gospel,  edited  in  accordance  with  Marcion’s
special views, and an edition of ten Pauline Epistles similarly edited.13

More  recently,  the  Graf-Welhausen  Documentary  Hypothesis  attempted  to  show  that  the
Pentateuch was not written by a single author who espoused  a particular theology, but by five
different  authors  who all  differed  from one  another  theologically.  On  this  theory,  the  text  of
Scripture was a poorly woven tapestry of historical, grammatical, and theological inconsistencies.
While it  is  reasonable to suppose that  Moses indeed drew historical  data from other historical
sources, the Graf-Welhausen hypothesis sought to show that the work was not the work of Moses
at  all  but  the  result  of  a  redactor  who  sought  to  unify  the  documents  which  were  otherwise
internally conflicted. William Henry Green explains that 

The peculiarity of the critical hypothesis, with which we are now concerned [i.e.
Documentary  Hypothesis]...is  the contention that  Genesis  was not  merely  based
upon pre-existing writings, but that it was framed out of those writings, which were
incorporated in it and simply pieced together, so that each section and paragraph
and sentence preserved still its original style and texture, indicative of the source

12 Yevgeni Barabanov, “The Relationship Between Judaism and Christianity,” in Religion, State and Society, Vol. 23, 
No. 1, (1995) 20ff
13“The Canon of Scripture,” Inter-Varsity (Autumn: 1954), 21



from which it came; and that by means of these criteria the book of Genesis can be
taken apart and its original sources reproduced.

[...]

...it was accordingly held that Genesis consisted of sections taken alternately from
two distinct documents by authors of known proclivities...[the theory] assumes as
the sources of Genesis distinct and continuous documents, which are still traceable
in the book from beginning to end.14

The divine revelation given through Moses, once again, was divided up into smaller portions that
were then made to stand in opposition to one another. The unity of God's thought was reduced to a
human collation of texts that have their origin in the religious dispositions of the supposed authors
of  each text.  The text  is  identified as  a  tapestry  of  conflicting narratives  and  concepts  which,
ultimately, are only superficially harmonious..

In a similar vein, the existentialist theologian Rudolph Bultmann later claimed that “...Hellenistic
Christianity [i.e. Primitive Christianity according to Bultman] is no  unitary phenomenon.”15 He
goes  on to  say  that  “...taken by  and  large,  [it  is]  a  remarkable  product  of  syncretism...full  of
tendencies  and  contradictions,  some  of  which  were  to  be  condemned  later  on  by  orthodox
Christianity  as  heretical.”16 Bultmann's  criticism  of  the  New  Testament  is  not  much  unlike
Marcion's critcism of the Old Testament or the Documentary Hypothesis' attack on the Penteteuch.
Marcion's criticism of the Scriptures consisted in the claim that parts of the Bible were written by
other human authors who held theological views which conflicted with those he believed were
taught in the writings of Paul and Luke which he accepted. The Graf-Welhausen Documentary
Hypothesis, likewise, saw the Penteteuch as an admixture of theological views poorly smoothed
over by a redactor or by a number of redactors. Finally, Bultmann, in like manner, identifies the
Scriptures as being the product of intersecting cultural, philosophical, and religious trajectories of
thought.

Our own era, although experiencing something of a hangover from drinking too deeply and too
frequently from the wells of postmodern thought (?), nevertheless provides us with many examples
of those who have made it their task to show that the Scriptures are nothing more than a socio-
religio-textual bricolage that only evinces a  superficial harmony among its parts. Others, like Dr.
Robert M. Price, understand the writers of Scripture to be anonymous creative compiler-redactors
of myth, Old Testament narrative, and philosophical bits and pieces picked up here and there from
the ancient world.17 The Scriptures may exemplify an artistry that is rare for the epoch in which
they were produced, but they are no product of divine inspiration. Their unity, it is claimed, is only

14 The Higher Criticism of the Pentateuch, (Scribner: Princeton, 1895), 61-64ff
15 Primitive Christianity in its Contemporary Setting, (Meridian: New York, 1958), 178-179. (emphasis added)
16 ibid.

17 Dr. Price's article New Testament Narrative as Old Testament Midrash 
(http://www.robertmprice.mindvendor.com/art_midrash1.htm) carries this line of reasoning to absurdity.

http://www.robertmprice.mindvendor.com/art_midrash1.htm


a constructed unity – Scripture is a collection of atomic elements glued together by means of the
imagination of the creative compiler-redactor.

Modern day proponents of the “Scripture is a human construction” criticism of the Bible share
some fundamental presuppositions in common with one another, as well as with the men of Athens
whom Paul approaches and preaches to in Acts 17:16-34. Luke tells us that,

...while Paul was waiting for them at Athens, his spirit was provoked within him as
he saw that the city was full of idols.  So he reasoned in the synagogue with the
Jews and the devout persons,  and in the marketplace every day with those who
happened  to  be  there.  Some  of  the  Epicurean  and  Stoic  philosophers  also
conversed with him. And some said, “What does this babbler wish to say?” Others
said, “He seems to be a preacher of foreign divinities”—because he was preaching
Jesus and the resurrection. 18

When the Athenians heard Paul's preaching, they identified him as a σπερμολόγος (spermologos),
a word usually translated as babbler in different English translations but which really is a pejorative
designation better translated as “seed-picker.” Dr. Greg L. Bahnsen explains that the word was “...a
slang term (originally applied to gutter-sparrows) for a peddler of second-hand bits of pseudo-
philosophy—an intellectual scavenger (v. 18).”19 Another source indicates that the pejorative seed-
picker

...was applied to people who lived parasitically by picking up pieces of food off the
merchants' carts. In the field of literature and philosophy the term was applied to
those who plagiarize without the ability to understand or properly use what they had
taken. The philosophers referred to Paul as a babbler because they considered Paul
an ignorant plagiarist.20

Like Marcion, proponents of the documentary hypothesis, and Bultmann, the Athenians identified
Paul as one who had cobbled together a sermon from various sources of information. His sermon,
in their estimation, consisted of the concepts of others; Paul's words did not constitute a message
given by God to man. 

Additionally, the Athenians thought that Paul preached his cobbled-together sermon in order to
introduce them to two new deities of which they knew nothing, i.e.  Jesus and Resurrection. Dr.
Bahnsen notes further that

They  apparently  viewed  Paul  as  proclaiming  a  new  divine  couple:  “Jesus”  (a
masculine form that sounds like the Greek  iasis) and “Resurrection” (a feminine
form), being the personified powers of “healing” and “restoration.” These “strange

18 Acts 17:16-18
19 The Encounter of Jerusalem with Athens, http://www.cmfnow.com/articles/pa045.htm

20 Butler, Trent C. Editor.. "Entry for 'BABBLER'". "Holman Bible Dictionary".
<http://www.studylight.org/dic/hbd/view.cgi?number=T632>. 1991.

http://www.studylight.org/dic/hbd/view.cgi?number=T632
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deities” amounted to “new teaching” in the eyes of the Athenians.  Accusing Paul of
being a propagandist  for new deities was an echo of the nearly identical charge
brought against Socrates four and a half centuries earlier.21

It is interesting to note that the charge made against Paul does not at all evince that the Athenians
were hearing Paul at least somewhat correctly (i.e. regarding the religious element of his teaching),
but instead marks how deaf they were to his words, how steeped in the practice of idolatry they
were. Their interpretation of Paul's teaching falls under the two categories with which they were
obsessed: (i.)new ideas gathered from various sources, and (ii.)new deities, the origin of which they
knew nothing. The Athenians admit on the one hand to knowing that Paul is a seed-picker, and on
the other hand state that  they know nothing about the finished product his collection of seeds
supposedly has produced. In other words: Whatever Paul was teaching was something new in the
sense that no one had proposed these ideas before (i.e. Jesus and the Resurrection); nevertheless,
the constituent elements of what Paul was teaching did not originate with him – and certainly not
with the One True God!

Like Marcion,  proponents  of  the Graf-Welhausen documentary  hypothesis,  and Bultmann,  the
Athenians did not believe that the Word of God is the Word of God, but subjected the Word of
God to their  own skewed analysis.  What  is  important  to  note here is  that  these source critics
approached the revelation of God in a manner that suggests they were presupposing that (a.)the
Word  of  God  is  purely  human  in  origin,  (b.)the  Word  of  God  is  a  humanly  constructed
phenomenon, and (c.)the Word of God is a superficially unified whole, presenting  new ideas by
means of misappropriating or reappropriating old ideas. Some might object at this point and claim
that the differences between these source critics precludes their being lumped together as guilty of
deconstructing the Word of God in this way purely for moral reasons. But is it the case that these
source critics differ in so many ways that  it  is  unfair to see in them a common anti-Christian
skepticism that has its roots in the depraved hearts of men rather than in some flaw in the revelation
of God? In truth, the only observable differences between these source critics are (a.)the particular
instance of divine revelation being attacked, (b.)the sources supposedly utilized in the construction
of the particular instance of divine revelation in question, and (c.)the seed-picker's final product.
Apart  from  these  three  differences,  the  Athenians,  Marcionites,  Graf-Welhausen  proponents,
Rudolph Bultmann, the Jesus Seminar, and the whole of Postmodernism all treat the Word of God,
as it appears in the whole of the canon or in part of the canon, as human constructions proposing
some new idea which is less easier to define than its parts are. If God's Word is God's Word, then
He is the One who has spoken it. And if He is the One who has spoken it, then it reflects the very
content of His mind. Therefore, to postulate the postmodern, modern, and premodern seed-picker
theory of origins  to Scripture is to presuppose what such a theory aims to prove, viz. that the Word
of God is not the Word of God.

The seedpicker theory of the Athenians is, for all intents and purposes, the first recorded form of
source criticism and, for all intents and purposes, it exhibits the same presuppositional foundation
as all subsequent forms of source criticism. This being the case, when approached with a given
variation  on  the  seed-picker  theory  concerning  the  Word  of  God,  it  would  be  beneficial  to

21 The Encounter of Jerusalem with Athens, http://www.cmfnow.com/articles/pa045.htm
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remember that the criticism being leveled against Scripture only makes sense if the proponents of it
first presuppose its truth. The point of debate, therefore, does not concern what is purported to be
“evidence” in favor of their particular form of source criticism but the worldview which provides
them with an imagined authority to (a.)attack the very being and character of God by (b.)attacking
the unity of His self-expression. Proponents of the seed-picker theory must be challenged at this
level.



5. The AntiChristian Roots 
of Critical Race Theory

Critical Race Theory –
Incompatible With Christianity

In the future, I hope to publish a more in-depth article dealing with the antiChristian foundations of
Critical  Race Theory at  BiblicalTrinitarian.com. In  this article,  though, I  want to  give a  basic
explanation of why it is that Critical Race Theory (hereafter, CRT) is not only unChristian but
antiChristian. This necessarily involves first defining CRT, establishing how its stated goals are
distinct from the Christian’s duty to love one’s neighbor as oneself, disambiguating the discussion
surrounding  the  “origin”  of  CRT,  and  then  demonstrating  the  antiChristian  philosophical
underpinnings it cannot exist without.

The utilization of CRT in determining whether or not the sin of racism has occurred, as well as
determining  the  best  means  of  combatting  racism,  is  becoming more  and  more  prominent  in
professing evangelical churches, sadly. This is in part, I believe, due to the way it is being sold to
philosophically naive Christians, be they ministers or parishioners. I pray this helps clear up why it
is  that  I and many others oppose the use of CRT, as well as reject  the CRT-birthed calls for
Christians to engage in so-called “Social Justice.”

Defining CRT

If  you  haven’t  come  across  Critical  Race  Theory  in  evangelical  conversations,  either  being
promoted as  the means  of  church unity  between Christians  with  differing  ethnicities  or  being
rejected as the source of much unnecessary church division and conflict, you may not be aware of
Critical Race Theory at all. So, let’s define it. According to Brittanica.com, CRT is

…the  view  that  race,  instead  of  being  biologically  grounded  and  natural,  is  socially
constructed  and  that  race,  as  a  socially  constructed  concept,  functions  as  a  means  to
maintain the interests of the white population that constructed it. According to CRT, racial
inequality emerges from the social, economic, and legal differences that white people create
between “races” to maintain elite white interest in labour markets and politics and as such
create  the  circumstances  that  give  rise  to  poverty  and  criminality  in  many  minority
communities.22

22 https://www.britannica.com/topic/critical-race-theory.



This is CRT, in a nutshell. What is the purpose of CRT?

Establishing the Difference 
Between God’s Law and CRT

CRT proponents  see  the  world  as  comprised  of  those  who privilege  white  interests  either  by
creating institutions, laws, etc that are geared toward that end, or by implicitly privileging white
interests by not opposing institutions, laws, etc that are explicitly geared toward that end, on the one
hand, and those who are neither white nor benefit from those white-oriented institutions, laws, etc,
on the other hand. The goal of CRT in action, therefore, is to fix social injustices that come through
white supremacist institutions, laws, etc. Proponents of CRT seek to bring about “social justice,”
which is defined as “justice in terms of the distribution of wealth, opportunities, and privileges
within a society.”23

At times, CRT’s stated goal of bringing about justice within a society and the Christian’s duty to
love one’s neighbor seem to overlap. This has led some evangelical proponents of CRT to argue
that CRT is simply a means to the end of loving one’s non-white, marginalized, minority class
neighbor. But this is not the case. Let me explain.

Firstly, while the outward actions may at times seem to be identical (e.g. opposing overt acts of
racism, providing the poor with things they need, and so on), these actions are not an end in and of
themselves  for  the  Christian.  Rather,  they  are  a  means  to  an  end.  Christians  are  to  love  our
neighbors as ourselves so that we may demonstrate to the world that we are God’s children (cf.
Matt 5:44-45), lights in this dark world (cf. Matt 5:14), and hopefully, if God so wills, see our
fellow neighbors come to a saving knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ. As Christ explains –

“You are the light of the world. A city set on a hill cannot be hidden. Nor do people light a
lamp and put it under a basket, but on a stand, and it gives light to all in the house. In the
same way, let your light shine before others, so that they may see your good works and give
glory to your Father who is in heaven.”24

The end goal of our acting in accordance with God’s Law is God’s glorification, not the rectification
of social ills. This is not to say that we shouldn’t desire to see social ills rectified. Rather, it is to say
that the Christian’s goal is the glory of God in the salvation of sinners (for how else can one give

23 https://www.google.com/search?
q=social+justice&oq=social+justice&aqs=chrome..69i57j69i60j69i59j0j35i39j0.2019j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=U
TF-8.
24 Matt 5:14-16.



glory to God other than by first becoming one who glories in God by faith in the redemptive work
of his Son?), whereas the goal of CRT is to fix social problems.

Secondly, because CRT originates from an antiChristian worldview, the ethical actions which it
legitimizes are often at odds with Christianity altogether. For instance, CRT allows its proponents
to believe that white people occupy powerful positions, ultimately, for the sake of benefiting from
“white  supremacy.”  CRT  proponents,  thus,  engage  in  “social  justice”  that  is  rooted  in  this
assumption. However, unless one can evidentially justify the claim that one’s white neighbor has
sinned  by  tipping  the  scales,  as  it  were,  in  favor  of  white  people,  one’s  vocal  and  public
identification of one’s white neighbor as being guilty of sin is slander and bearing false witness,
both of which are actual sins. CRT’s view of white supremacy allows for large-scale slander and
false witness bearing, and cannot be reconciled with the Law of God which forbids not only the
perversion of justice, but slander and false witness.

The stated goals of CRT, then, and those of the Christian are not at all the same, though they may
seem to share an identical external appearance.

Disambiguating the “Origins” of CRT

When we talk about the origins of a particular movement, we could be referring to either the
historical genealogy of the movement, or to the academic roots from which the movement has
sprung. This needs to be done when considering a movement that is being presented as one that
doesn’t owe its origins to academics but the pressing needs of a society’s marginalized people.

The reality of the situation is that,

The launch of the CRT movement in 1989 marked its separation from critical legal studies
(CLS; the theory established at a conference in 1977 that rethinks and overturns accepted
norms and standards in legal practice and theory).25

And proponents of CLS were themselves influenced by the post-structuralist philosophers Jacques
Derrida (see this paper for more information on this subject) and Michel Foucault (see here for
more info), academics who made a career out of opposing absolutes and universals in the fields of
philosophy, history, psychology, and literature.

So it is misleading to claim that

25 https://www.britannica.com/topic/critical-race-theory.



Instead of drawing theories of social organization and individual behaviour from continental
European thinkers  such as G.W.F.  Hegel  and Karl  Marx or psychoanalytic figures  like
Sigmund Freud as its theoretical predecessors, as CLS and feminist jurisprudence had done,
CRT inspired by the American civil rights tradition through figures such as Martin Luther
King, Jr. and W.E.B. Du Bois, and from nationalist thinkers such as Malcolm X, the Black
Panthers, and Frantz Fanon”26

It is misleading because not only is CRT the offspring of CLS (itself largely influenced by post-
structuralist philosophers), Martin Luther King Jr.’s own understanding of human psychology and
relationships was greatly influenced by G.W.F. Hegel.27

Moreover,  W.E.B.  Du  Bois  was  likewise  greatly  influenced  by  G.W.F.  Hegel’s  philosophical
psychology (see here), in addition to being influenced, to some degree, by Sigmund Freud’s concept
of double-consciousness.28

CRT did not spring from a pure desire to help others in need, but from a way of looking at the
world that is in direct opposition to the teaching of Christianity. It’s philosophical roots poison its
“social justice” fruits.

The AntiChristian Philosophical Underpinnings
of Critical Race Theory

1. AntiChristian Anthropology

Common to Freud, Marx, and Hegel is the idea that human psyche is not a stable, fixed, and sealed
reality. Rather, the human psyche is in a process of becoming ideally human. For Freud, the psyche
is moving from animality to sociality. This means that outward behavior and verbal expressions
conceal the real,  inner primal urges of the person acting and speaking. Freudian slips, dreams,
involuntary bodily movements – these all point to an underlying reality that is pre-social, in fact
anti-social, violent, and purely self-interested. For Freud, humans are animals whose true intentions
have been covered by a thin veneer of socialization. These true feelings and desires only come to
forefront when one’s guard is down, making the tasks of speech and dream analysis necessary to
understanding what is truly occurring in a person’s mind.

26 ibid.
27 http://www.critical-theory.com/martin-luther-king-jr-hegel.
28 See section 4.2.5 of https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/dubois/#DuBoisPoliThouAfteSoulBlacFolk.



For Marx, the human psyche also develops over time, i.e. historically. Personhood is bound to one’s
place in society, his ability to produce and possess capital (e.g. property, land, agricultural goods,
etc). Those who do not possess capital (i.e. the proletariat), but who engage in the production of
objects for the possessors of capital (i.e. the bourgeoisie), experience alienation from their work.
This hinders them from acquiring what they desire beyond their basic animal needs, and results in
what Marx identified as false consciousness. This is a way of thinking that blinds a person from
seeing their true plight in a society, i.e. socio-economically. As with Freud, Marx’s idea here is that
what is consciously voiced by a proletariat/oppressed individual is the expression of a situationally
frustrated person who is,  at  root,  an animal  seeking to best  satisfy its  basic  needs,  as  well  as
exercise  social  and  political  power  via  means  of  production  that  allow for  his  acquiring  and
possessing capital.

W.E.B. Du Bois famously taught a theory of racial double consciousness that very closely follows
Freud’s theory of dual-consciousness. Whereas Freud saw the unexpressed real desires of man as
consisting of base animal instincts, and Marx saw the unexpressed real desires of man as being
socio-economic frustration, Du Bois believed that black Americans experienced a divided/double
consciousness. He describes it as

…sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul
by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his two-
ness— an  American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two
warring ideals in one dark body, whose  dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn
asunder.29

The philosophical anthropology taught by the above thinkers can be summarized as follows –

1. Man is an animal.
2. Man’s needs are ultimately related to the preservation of physical life.
3. Man’s needs are inextricably related to a primal desire to obtain power.
4.  The conscious expressions  of  others  are only part  of the story,  they may in  fact  be
concealing attitudes, beliefs, and desires that completely contradict what they consciously
express.
5. Man’s soul/psyche is dependent upon his material conditions.
6.  The psyche/soul is  wholly naturalistic,  i.e.  a product of brain chemistry and nothing
more.

The human psyche, in other words, is not the imago dei but the product of naturalistic causes. The
internal conflict of man due to his (a.)being the image of God and (b.)being fallen in Adam, and

29 http://xroads.virginia.edu/~ug03/souls/defpg.html.



(c.)corrupt by his own actual  sins is  not properly accounted for by the founding philosophical
anthropologists of CRT. Rather than identifying man, individually, as the primary cause of man’s
psychological and, therefore,  social woes, the founding CRT thinkers viewed man as being the
made by his circumstances.

These two views of man are completely at odds with one another. You see, while Scripture does
not  deny  that  others  may  influence one,  to  some extent,  to  sin  (cf.  Matt  18:6),  it  places  the
responsibility for one’s sins of the mind and body on the individual himself. James 1:14-15 clearly
teaches us that “each person is tempted when he is lured and enticed by his own desire. Then desire
when it has conceived gives birth to sin, and sin when it is fully grown brings forth death.” Our
environment may reveal our desire to sin, but we are ultimately the ones who bear the guilt for our
transgressions of mind and body.

And while Scripture teaches that we are capable of having animals as companions, which implies a
very basic level of reciprocal interaction that only sometimes involves the reciprocal exchange of
emotions (e.g. between dogs and humans, or between horses and humans, etc) (cf. Gen 2:18-20 &
2nd Sam 12:1-6), it does not identify humans as animals. In Genesis 1 & 2, in fact, man is created
on the same day as the land animals (cf. Gen 1:24-29 & 2:18-20) but is twice excluded from the
category of “animals” (cf. Gen 1:25-26 & 1:29-30).

2. AntiChristian Valuation of Spiritual and Material Needs

In contradiction to the ideas of man held by the above mentioned thinkers and their CRT progeny,
the primary need of man is righteousness, not food or shelter or clothing or equal opportunities to
accumulate capital and thereby become a fully realized individual self. This was the case before the
Fall, since Adam’s life was not perpetuated by his consumption of food, or by his employment (cf.
Gen 2:15), or by his shelter from harm (since there was no other harm in the universe but that
which the serpent was capable of producing via temptation), but by his obedience to God’s Law
(cf. Gen 2:16-17 & Rom 5:12-14 et al.).

This  was also the case after  the Fall,  since  “life  is  more than food,  and the  body more than
clothing” (Matt 6:25). Christ actually identifies anxiety over food and clothing as sinful behavior by
which the lost are characterized. The Christian’s concern is to be the kingdom of God and his
righteousness (cf. Matt 6:33) – the Christian’s concern is to be the preaching of Christ as Lord,
who died for our sins, was buried, was raised on the third day, and is coming back to judge the
living and the dead. This concern for the declaration of the truth of God’s Word concerning his
King and the nature of his Kingdom is to be definitive of the Christian’s life, not “social justice.”



Proponents of CRT mock those who say the church’s primary focus is to be the preaching of the
Word to God’s people for their sanctification, and for equipping them to go into the world with the
Gospel and make disciples of all nations. However, they are standing in opposition to Christ’s clear
teaching in his Sermon on the Mount. They are likewise opposing Paul who in Eph 4:11-14 writes
–

…he gave the apostles, the prophets, the evangelists, the pastors and teachers, to equip the
saints for the work of ministry, for building up the body of Christ, until we all attain to the
unity of the faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God, to mature manhood, to the
measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ, so that we may no longer be children,
tossed to and fro by the waves and carried about by every wind of doctrine, by human
cunning, by craftiness in deceitful schemes.

The leaders Paul mentions have been given for the sake of building Christ’s body up with respect to
sound doctrine. That sound doctrine forms the basis upon which a Christ-like life lived in response
to the grace of God is founded.

CRT proponents invert the Scriptures’ valuation of material and spiritual needs. Scripture says that
spiritual needs are of primary concern, CRT proponents say that material needs are of primary
concern – vice versa. Either material needs are primary or they are not – these two ways of valuing
spiritual and material needs are mutually exclusive.

3. AntiChristian Epistemology

CRT’s foundations imply a form of epistemological relativism. This is because the anthropology &
psychology  it  is  ultimately  founded  upon  views  man’s  consciousness,  and  the  content  of  his
consciousness,  as  being  inseparably  tied  to  his  social  experience.  Freud,  Marx,  and  Hegel  all
embrace an epistemology that limits what is knowable to the knower in his particular social and
historical contexts. This kind of subjectivism as regards what is knowable contradicts what the
Scriptures teach regarding knowledge. Scriptural epistemology is an involved subject that requires a
lot more space to flesh out the particulars as regards physical sensation and its relationship to the
acquisition of knowledge, but it can summarized as follows –

God’s  knowledge is  unchanging,  indefeasible  (i.e.  not  capable  of  being  augmented  or  entirely
rejected  by  further  study  or  research  or  correction  from  another  rational  being),  and  is  not
dependent upon creation. This knowledge is given to us by God as he sees fit. Because we are
creatures, we necessarily receive that knowledge in a creaturely way (e.g. in time, alongside of our
physical experiences (some argue that it is through those experiences), and in particular contexts
(though these  contexts  aren’t  always  related  to  the  knowledge we receive  alongside  our  being
historically located in them). So while we learn as creatures, because we will always be creatures



who receive from God any knowledge we possess, it follows that knowledge of anything is not
dependent upon our experiences, socio-economic or otherwise.

The Christian understanding of the nature of knowledge, how knowledge is acquired, and from
whom it is acquired is,  in other words, diametrically opposed to the views espoused by Freud,
Marx, Hegel and their CRT successors, at the presuppositional level.

Lastly, while many want to speak of truth that only certain persons and groups can know, their
stated belief contradicts what we can learn from the incarnation of our Lord Christ. For he was, is,
and always will  be omniscient.  Therefore,  according to Scripture it  is  the case that  a straight,
heterosexual, Jewish man knows all truths that are knowable. Christ is God, of course, and knows
all things by virtue of his being omniscient. Nevertheless, what we see in the hypostatic union is
that a heterosexual, Jewish, 2nd cent. man knew and knows all truths. If only some truths can be
known by particular persons or people groups, then this would imply that Christ lacks knowledge
that is peculiar to each and every female, non-Jewish, 2nd cent. and post-2nd cent. person. But
Christ is omniscient. Therefore, it is not the case that there are some truths that are only knowable
to a given person or group of people.

4. Conclusion

Someone familiar with logical fallacies might read through my breakdown of the philosophical
origins of CRT and think that what I have presented is a form of the genealogical fallacy. That’s not
the case.

When  I  say  that  the  reason  why  CRT  is  antiChristian  is  because  it  is  derived  antiChristian
philosophical  presuppositions,  I  am not  saying  that  the  conclusions  of  CRT and social  justice
warriors are false for that reason alone. I am saying that their philosophical underpinnings provide
the necessary basis for their sociological, ethical, and spiritual beliefs. And given that they have a
wrong sociology, ethics, and spirituality, it follows that their concerns in those three areas are also
wrong to that degree.

The anthropology, ethics, and spirituality of CRT and social justice proponents are counterfeits of
what we find in Scripture. They are superficially similar to what we find in the Scripture, but upon
closer examination reveal that they are not identical.

CRT is not Christian because it has no basis in the Christian faith. Rather, it is rooted in a rabidly
antiChristian academic and academically-influenced culture which inverted and inverts the biblical



doctrines of man, ethics, knowledge, and religion. It must be rejected for what it is, a political
ideology rooted in the antiChristian worldview of post-structuralist and postmodernist philosophy.

The Scriptures are clear –

All Scripture is breathed out by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction,
and for training in righteousness, that the man of God may be competent, equipped for
every good work.30

We  don’t  need  to  supplement  the  Scriptures  with  any  external  source  of  information  about
anthropology, ethics,  and spirituality/religion. Scripture alone is  necessary, and it  is  completely
sufficient.

30 2nd Tim 3:16-17.



Blurred Lines: 
A Critique of Trans-Everything-Ism

Essence, Accident, Power

Contrary to what most books on the subject will tell you, postmodern philosophers were universally
in agreement regarding three important philosophical beliefs in their writings. The first belief they
universally  shared  was  antiessentialism.  Anti-essentialism makes  the  ontological  claim that  no
identities have essential properties, but are accidental constructs of a variety of contingent material
forces.  “An  essential  property of an object is  a property that  it  must have while an  accidental
property  of  an  object is  one  that  it  happens  to  have  but  that  it  could  lack.”31 According  to
antiessentialism, everything is a construct.

The second belief, following the first, is that because everything is a construct, everything may be
deconstructed into its constituent parts. Typically, under the overriding assumption of evolutionism,
postmodern philosophers engaged in a genealogical analysis of their chosen subjects, intending “to
show that  a  given [subject]...was the result  of contingent  turns  of history,  not  the outcome of
rationally inevitable trends.”32

The third belief, following from the first and second is that all  ontological and epistemological
relationships are reducible to power (read: politics). If everything is a construct, then nothing is
necessary.  If  nothing is  necessary,  then no attempt at  controlling a particular  subject [say,  the
human body] via definition, empirical study, or the axioms of Scripture is legitimate. And if this is
so,  then  universal  rebellion  (against  beliefs,  philosophical  systems,  religious  systems,  scientific
discourse in all of its variations)  is legitimate. Not only is it legitimate - it is inevitable. As one
would expect, this encouraged dissent from socio-political structures of every stripe. Likewise, as
one would also expect, it  encouraged advocacy for marginalized members of society (e.g. non-
white/non-european ethnic minorities).

Insofar as the postmodern turn helped deconstruct slanderous stereotypes and curb sinful behavior
against fellow bearers of the image of God, it was not all bad. Nevertheless, because there were no
essences, no absolute moral standards to judge whether political oppression or political liberation is
good or bad, no absolute standard by which we could judge one philosophical system as true over
and against the others which are false - the benefits of such deconstructive analyses were short
lived. In postmodernism, there are no essential subjects (e.g. universal Man) but only historically
contingent subjectivities (i.e. subjects that are composed of accidental properties which can change
at a whim). Consequently, under postmodernism there would be no  essential difference between
Naziism, on the one hand, and the Civil Rights movement, on the other hand - both movements
would simply be attempting to obtain and exercise power. Right and wrong, accordingly, could not
be understood universally.

31http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/essential-accidental.
32 http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/foucault/#4.3.



Metaphysical Monism: 
The Metaphysics of Postmodernism

Yet if everything is a construct, i.e. reducible to parts, then everything shares the property of being
constructible, i.e. being put together or taken apart over the course of time. If this is the case, then
what we are facing is, in fact, not at all a form of anti-essentialism but a deeply rooted belief in the
essentiality  of  matter.  The  philosophical  position  that  marks  postmodernism,  therefore,  is  a
thoroughgoing materialism. I have written on this topic elsewhere,33 so I won’t delve too deeply into
the matter here. What must be noted, however, is that the metaphysics espoused by postmodernist
philosophers was not  given much emphasis by many. It  was perhaps Gilles Deleuze,  a French
postmodern  metaphysician,  who  alone  was  bold  enough  to  openly  preach  the  metaphysics  of
postmodernism, declaring that pluralism is monism.34

The belief  that  materiality  is  one,  although materiality’s  manifestations  (i.e.  every  construction
conceivable) are infinitely varied/varying, is  not surprising seeing as German Romanticism and
Darwinian Evolutionism, for which German Romanticism, aesthetically developing monistic trends
in philosophy,35 apparently paved the way,36 formed the materialistic-monistic ground from which
postmodernism eventually  grew.  Ironically,  however,  the  postmodernist  attempt  to  identify  the
radical multiplicity of kinds of philosophies, “valid” expressions of religious beliefs, gender, and
sexual orientations  as essentially identical has returned full-circle, affirming the kind of oppressive
reductionism that postmodernists wanted to, in principle, eliminate from academic and popular
thinking.

The Body, Gender, and “Race”

Because there were no absolutes for the postmodernist philosophers, everything was up for grabs.
This  included  the  body.  The  body  was,  in  its  essentially  material  status,  without  definition,
amorphous. To be sure, there were biological distinctions to be made, but these distinctions, like
every other  distinction,  were also not  absolute.  Defining a male or a  female was equivalent to
exerting  institutional/ideological  power  over  them  illegitimately.  As  mentioned  above,  the
individual could, therefore, legitimately protest any definition of himself that he did not desire. As
philosopher Douglas Groothuis notes in his article The Philosophy of Gender:

33 See The Fundamental Axiom of Postmodernism, 
https://www.academia.edu/5547058/The_Fundamental_Axiom_of_Postmodernism.
34 For a more detailed discussion on this subject see Deleuze, Gilles. “Dualism, Monism and Multiplicities (Desire-
Pleasure-Jouissan),” in Contretemps 2 (May, 2001), 92-108.
35 Greg Bahnsen gives a quite thoroughgoing history of the development of materialistic monism’s popularity in his
article “On Worshiping the Creature Rather than the Creator,” in Journal of Christian Reconstruction – 800/553-3938.
I:1.
(Summer, 1974).<http://www.westminsterreformedchurch.org/ScienceMTS/Science.Bahnsen.c-C.htm>.
36 See  Diaz,  Hiram.  The  Romantic  System  of  Thought:  Unearthing  William  Blake’s  Axioms,
https://www.academia.edu/5547421/The_Romantic_System_of_Thought_Unearthing_William_Blakes_Axioms;
Richards, Robert J. “Darwin on Mind, Morals, and Emotions,” in The Cambridge Companion to Darwin, eds. J. Hodge
and G. Radick. (Cambridge:  Cambridge University Press, 2003), pp. 92-115; Darwinian Heresies, eds. Abigail Lustig,
Robert J. Richards, Michael Ruse.



The philosophy that undergirds and animates this redefinition of gender is anti-essentialist
and  constructivist.  Humans  as  male  and  female  have  no  objective  nature,  qua  gender.
Gender is only a placeholder for the will of the identifier, who chooses gender not on the
basis of anything stable or trustworthy, but only through erotic eccentricity. One constructs
a  gender  identity,  but  without  the  aid  of  a  blueprint.  What  one  constructs,  one  can
deconstruct—whimsy without end.37

Hence, transgenderism is being promoted in popular culture as one of the newest vistas of human
freedom regarding the human body and gender.

Yet the body as racially/ethnically or, more broadly, sociologically determined was an idea that was
also  promulgated  by  postmodernist  philosophers.  After  all,  if  the  subject  is  a  contingent,
historically constructed phenomenon38 his epistemology and ethics must likewise be determined.
Ethnically diverse groups will have respectively diverse epistemologies and moralities. This is why
identifying “Reason” as a “white male construct” is something that postmodernists have done for
decades, although it is only now coming into the view of non-academics.39 The body is malleable,
fluid, amorphous in its essentially material state, but the changes it may undergo exist within a set
of equally malleable constraints. Postmodernist philosophers criticized traditional notions of the
subject, rationality, will, intellect, gender, etc with various anti-essentialist philosophical tools.

Among the more popular tools of the postmodernist philosopher were Marxism and Freudianism.
While these schools of thought were originally foundationalist models of, respectively, universally
recognizable socio-economic and individual-psychological  realities,  in the hands of postmodern
relativists, they became subordinate to the philosopher wielding them. Marxism’s conception of the
mind as  the byproduct  of  socio-economic preconditions  was found to be a  useful  tool  against
rationalism’s claim to innate knowledge of universal  truths,  as well  as  empiricism’s claim to a
universal  world  of  sensorial  preconditions  requisite  to  the  formation  of  the  mind.  Similarly,
Freudianism’s conception of real self-hood as residing beneath the appearances of “everyday” slips
of  the  tongue,  figures  of  speech,  dreams,  choices  of  metaphor,  etc  and  not  in  the  explicit
propositional  representations  of  one’s  innermost  thoughts,  was found to  be useful  in  attacking
claims of communicative transparency and fidelity to universal ethical standards in the socius, in
the family, in interpersonal exchanges, etc.

Philosophers have, by and large, moved past these criticisms of reason, ethics, and psychology,40

but  the  spectres  of  postmodern  conceptions  of  sociological  (read:  racial,  gender,  economic,
political, ad nauseum) identity have been perpetuated by popular culture’s representation of “race”

37 http://douglasgroothuis.com/2015/07/02/the-philosophy-of-gender.
38 I mean this in the Kantian sense of the word phenomenon.
39 See  Neff,  Blake.  “Professor:  Reason  Itself  is  a  White  Male  Construct,”  The  Daily  Caller,
http://dailycaller.com/2015/07/03/professor-reason-itself-is-a-white-male-construct/;  Yancey,  George  and  John  D.
Caputo, “Looking ‘White’ In The Face,” The New York Times,
 http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/07/02/looking-white-in-the-face/?_r=0.
40 See Kirby, Alan. “The Death of Postmodernism And Beyond,” in Philosophy Now 58 (November/December, 2006),
34–37.

http://dailycaller.com/2015/07/03/professor-reason-itself-is-a-white-male-construct/


and “class” as determinative of individual identity, ethical commitments, and intellectual ability.
Likewise,  many  outspoken  individuals  operate  on  the  assumption  that  what  a  society  and  its
inhabitants  really believe about themselves and one another resides  below the surface,  behind the
quotidian activities that are only  apparently universal (e.g. child rearing, love, personal conflict,
aspirations to succeed in one’s profession, and so on).

Sadly, those who are not familiar with the underlying philosophical assumptions at work in the
concepts of “white privilege” and “internalized racism” tend to believe that these concepts have
been founded upon some substantial scientific basis. The fact of the matter is that these ideas are
derived from the assumptions of (i.)materialistic monism, (ii.)a Freudian subject whose outward
expressions are meant to conceal and inward conflict between raw animalistic desire for sex or food
or pure power over other animals and persons,  and (iii.)economic epistemological,  ethical,  and
intersubjective determinism (i.e. Marxism).

There are certainly instances of “racism” (i.e. sinful abuse of fellow bearers of God’s image, based
upon nothing more than color or language or social custom), but these are recognizable as such
because they are instantiations of what God’s law forbids. Assuming to know that the real person is
what lies beneath the mirage/appearance of words he expresses in discourse with you is not only an
assumption based in bad philosophy and logical fallacies, but ultimately reduces to skepticism.
More  importantly  than  this,  however,  is  the  fact  that  God  commands  his  people  to  love  one
another, and this involves not assuming the worst of another individual, although always remaining
open to it in principle.

The concepts of “white privilege” and “internalized racism” do not give fellow bearers of God’s
image the benefit of a doubt when analyzing their representation of themselves. Paul explains that
love is patient, kind, bears all things, believes all things, and hopes all things. The concepts of
“white privilege” and “internalized racism” are not, therefore, examples of loving behavior toward
one’s neighbor.

The Incoherence 
of Materialistic Monism

If the only substance is matter, then it follows from this that  minds are merely modifications, in
some  way,  of  matter.  As  the  monist  philosopher  Galen  Strawson  notes,  “every  concrete
phenomenon  in  the  universe  is  physical,  according  to  materialists.  So  all  mental  phenomena,
including experiential phenomena, are physical phenomena…”.41 Not all materialist philosophers
have followed their philosophical commitment to its logical conclusions, as Strawson also notes.42

41 Real Materialism and Other Essays (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 21.
42 Strawson (54):

It follows that real physicalism can have nothing to do with  physicsalism, the view — the faith — that the
nature or essence of all  concrete reality  can in principle be fully  captured in the terms of physics.  Real
physicalism cannot have anything to do with physicsalism unless it is supposed — obviously falsely — that the
terms of physics can fully capture the nature or essence of experience. [...] Real physicalism, then, must



The contemporary embracing of materialistic monism, due to its presence and influence in the
slowly decaying corpus of postmodern popular culture, nevertheless, is undeniable. Whereas the
postmodern emphasis on difference and variety has been largely lost, the underlying metaphysical
belief is still the same: From Deleuze’s equation of the  plural with the  monad, and vice versa,
through reassessments of Friedrich Nietzsche’s ontological and value monism,43 the contemporary
culture is given to the belief that matter is the only individual thing there is. 44 But is it any more
tenable than the postmodernism it gave foundational support to? No.

The logical  impossibility  of materialism is something I’ve covered in other articles,45 as is  the
logical  impossibility  of  monism.46 Philosopher  Peter  van  Inwagen,  however,  very  succinctly
addresses the main problem I have (somewhat clumsily) pointed out elsewhere. van Inwagen:

The word ‘monism’ comes from a Greek word that means ‘alone’ or ‘single’. As we have
said, Monism is the thesis that there is only one individual thing. But this statement of
Monism raises an interesting question. If there is only one individual thing, what is meant
by calling it an individual thing? We have seen that an individual thing is a thing that is in
some not-too-well-defined sense a separate thing. But if there is only one individual thing,
what is it “separate” from? t can’t be its own parts it is separate from, for, if it had parts,
those parts would themselves be individual  things: an individual  thing with parts would
“automatically” not be the only individual thing. (For example, if the World consisted of a
single chair, there would be many individual things. There would be the legs of the chair,

accept that experiential phenomena are physical phenomena. But how can experiential phenomena be physical
phenomena? Many take this claim to be profoundly problematic (this is the ‘mind – body problem’). 

[...]

A very large mistake. It is perhaps Descartes’s, or perhaps rather ‘Descartes’s’, greatest mistake, and it is funny
that in the past fifty years it has been the most fervent revilers of the great Descartes, the true father of
modern materialism, who have made the mistake with most intensity. Some of them… are so in thrall to the
fundamental  intuition  of  dualism,  the  intuition  that  the  experiential  and  the  physical  are  utterly  and
irreconcilably different, that they are prepared to deny the existence of experience, more or less (c)overtly,
because they are committed to ‘physicalism’, that is, physicsalism.

43 See Nietzsche on Mind & Nature, eds. Dries, Manuel & P.J.E. Kail. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015).
44 See  Founders of Constructive Postmodern Philosophy: Peirce, James, Bergson, Whitehead, and Hartshorne , David
Ray Griffin, John B. Cobb Jr., et al. (New York: SUNY Press, 1993); Deleuze, Gilles. Difference and Repetition, trans.
Paul Patton (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994); Badiou, Alan. Being and Event, trans. Oliver Feltham (New
York: Continuum, 2007); 
45 See “Knitty, Gritty, Knotty Problems for Materialism,” 
https://involutedgenealogies.wordpress.com/2013/10/04/nitty-gritty-knotty-problems-for-materialism.
46 See “Appearance Vs. Reality: The Dualistic Foundations of Monism,”
https://involutedgenealogies.wordpress.com/2013/07/23/appearance-vs-reality-the-dualistic-foundations-of-monism;
“A Very  Brief  Argument  Against  Pantheism,”  https://involutedgenealogies.wordpress.com/2011/02/28/a-very-brief-
argument-against-pantheism.



the back of the chair, various carbon and oxygen atoms that were parts of the chair, and so
on.)

[...]

Let us therefore understand Monism as the thesis that there is a single individual thing and
that, moreover, this thing could not possibly have coexisted with any other individual thing.
And let us say that it is a part of the thesis of Monism that that is the way the World has to
be: the World must consist of a single individual thing that could not possibly coexist with
any other individual thing.When Monism is so stated, it is indeed difficult to see what the
Monist could mean by saying that there is only one individual thing, for it is difficult to see
in what sense the word ‘separate’ could be applied to a thing that not only does not but
could not coexist with other individual things, and it is therefore difficult to see what is
meant  by  applying  the  word  ‘individual’  to  the  thing  that  is  supposed  to  be  the  one
individual thing.47

To put the matter simply: Materialistic monism is counterintuitive and logically incoherent.

Yet the contemporary emphasis on trans-everything-ism reveals that fallen man is ultimately not
concerned with truth but with finding justification for continuing in unbelief, licentiousness, and
self-righteousness. Pragmatism has come to replace the revelation, commands, and promises of
God.48 Consequently, salvation is no longer the act of God for us; rather, salvation is by us for us.
How is that salvation achieved? By changing one’s  standards, one’s  ethical commitments,  one’s
“truths”  in  order  to  better  suit  one’s  needs.  The  pangs  of  conscience  are  suppressed  by  this
continual shifting of epistemological and ethical commitments and standards, but this is precisely
where Christians can reintroduce the reality of sin, judgment, and the Gospel. 

Try as he may, fallen man cannot wholly (i.e. consistently) embrace a worldview where no concept
is  irrational.  Rather than properly assessing non-Christian worldview as irrational,  however,  he
identifies the biblical worldview as irrational. Paul the apostle, speaking tongue in cheek, calls the
Gospel “the foolishness of God,”49 setting it  in contrast with “the wisdom of the world,”50 and
consequently revealing that  the pragmatism resulting in a variety of moral  and epistemological
standards is reducible to unified assault on the biblical worldview. Gordon H. Clark, commenting
on 1st Corinthians 1, explains:

47 Metaphysics (Boulder:  Westview  Press,  2009),  34-35.  For  a  more  thoroughgoing  critique  of  the  position,  as
articulated by Spinoza and F. H. Bradley, see pp. 38-46 of the same work.
48 This is unsurprising given that pragmatism originated with Charles Sanders Peirce, himself a materialistic monist.
See Ochs, Peter. “Charles Sanders Peirce,” in See  Founders of Constructive Postmodern Philosophy: Peirce, James,
Bergson, Whitehead, and Hartshorne, 43-87.
49 1st Cor 1:25.
50 1st Cor 1:20-21 & 3:19.



Secular science never brought anyone to God. God regards it as foolishness and will destroy
it. Divine wisdom centers in the doctrine of the Atonement.

[...]

Since these people [i.e. the so-called “wise men of this age”] are dead in sin, they regard
the Gospel as nonsense.

[...]

Note that God foreordained pagan philosophy...for the purpose of blinding their eyes and
hardening their hearts. The course of secular culture was no haphazard development. It was
by  the  wisdom  of  God  in  controlling  history  that...the  Greek  philosophers  [and,  by
extension, their successors/devotees] could not know God.51

Hence,  the  pragmatism/irrationalism of  our time is  foolishness  to  God;  and God’s  Wisdom is
foolishness to fallen man in all eras. And this is where we may continually hammer home, as it
were, the fact that even antiessentialism and antifoundationalism are either wisdom or foolishness,
or the Gospel is Wisdom or foolishness. There is no escape from this antithesis.

The world’s  desire  is  to throw the sands of multiple  worldviews into the eyes  of its  Christian
opponents. Let us, then, guard ourselves against the claims of pragmatism/irrationalism/relativism
by reinforcing the antithesis. Either man or God is wise or a fool, even the foolish can see that.

51 First Corinthians: A Contemporary Commentary (Maryland: The Trinity Foundation, 1975), 21ff.


